Candle Care & Warnings
Candles bring a sense of luxury & tranquillity into your home. Your choice of scent can mean the
difference between feeling relaxed or invigorated.
That said it is important to remember that candles can be extremely dangerous & should be treated
with caution & respect.
Make the most of your candle & stay safe, please read this attachment carefully before using your
candle.
Burning our candle for the 1st time
When you burn your candle for the first time try to ensure that your candle remains lit for the time it
takes for the top layer of the wax to liquefy up to the edge of your candles container. This will prevent
your candle from forming a channel around the wick, otherwise known as tunnelling, and prolong the
life of your candle.
For every 30 mins that your candle is lit approximately 1cm of your candles diameter should melt.
Remove your candles wick protector before use.
Always place your candle on a level, heat resistant surface to prevent possible
heat damage to the underlying surface or fire.
Ensure you candle is kept away from any flammable materials, vibrations or
other sources of heat. We do not recommend burning your candle underneath a
shelf or other surface.
Always leave a minimum of 10cms between burning candles to prevent them
from heating one another.
Keep your candle away from drafts to prevent rapid, uneven burning, avoid flame
flare-ups/sooting & prevent flammable items from being blown into the flame.
Burn your candle in a well ventilated room.
Keep out of reach of children, pets & the vulnerable.
Do not move your candle once lit or whilst the wax is molten.
Always keep your burning candle within sight. Never leave your burning candle
unattended. Extinguish your candle when leaving a room or before going to
sleep, making sure the wick ember is no longer glowing.
Do not burn your candle for more than 4 hours at a time.
Do not allow the flame to touch the container.
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Your candles container may become hot during use.
Keep your candles wax free of debris such as used matches/wick trimmings.
Never use your candles as a night light.
Always use a snuffer or spoon to extinguish your candle to avoid your candle
from smoking or from wax escaping. Never blow your candle out or extinguish
with water.
Ensure your wick is centred & upright above the wax, before the wax sets.
Always trim your candles wick to 5mm before lighting to avoid a smoking flame,
damage to your container & encourage even burning.
Extinguish your candle if it repeatedly smokes, flickers, or the flame becomes to
high. Cool, trim the wick, then check for drafts before relighting.
Do not put the lid of your container back on until your candle has cooled.
Extinguish your candle when 5mm of wax remains. Do not relight your candle.
Once your candle has cooled its time to say goodbye.

Each of our candles is supplied with this information along with any specific information relevant to the
candle of your choice. Please see the base of your candle for details.

Enjoy
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Reed Diffuser Care & Warnings
Our reed diffusers provide a simple and effective alternative to our candles. Just like our candles
however you do need to take care when handling them, be mindful on where you put them and we
have a few hints and tips for you on how to get the most out of them. Please read this attachment
carefully before using your diffuser.
How to use your Reed Diffuser
Remove your reed diffuser and reeds from their packaging.
Place your reed diffuser onto a protected surface. You may also want to pop it on to some paper
towels in case of spillage.
Unscrew the silver cap on your reed diffuser.
Carefully remove the plastic stopper from your reed diffuser.
Screw the silver cap back on to your reed diffuser.
Be sure to clean up any accidental spillages immediately.
Remove the ribbon from around your reeds and place them into your reed diffuser.
Allow the scent to permeate the lower part of your reeds.
After a short while carefully remove your reeds, turn them around and place the dry end of your
reeds into your diffuser bottle.
Now simply let your diffuser do the rest!
Tips for using your Reed Diffuser
Each of our diffusers is supplied with 8 reeds. For maximum fragrance use all 8 reeds. To reduce
the intensity of the fragrance, especially for use in smaller spaces, use less reeds.
Place your reed diffuser ideally below head height and where you are likely to walk past or be in
the vicinity of. This will provide the maximum opportunity for you to experience the fragrance.
There is a tendency for Reed Diffusers to be placed up high and out of the way. Unfortunately this
means they are not best placed disperse your chosen fragrance around the room.
For when you want that extra burst of fragrance, simply remove your reeds from your reed
diffuser, turn them around and pop them back in to your diffuser.
Warning
Do not place your diffuser directly on to polished, painted, plastic or leather surfaces or on to
electrical equipment.
Accidental spillage may cause damage to certain materials.
Keep out of reach of children, pets and the vulnerable.
People suffering from perfume sensitivity should be cautious when handling this product.
Use gloves when handling your diffuser and/or used reeds and always wash your hands afterwards.
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Do not light your reeds.
Please be mindful that your reed diffuser may produce an allergic skin reaction and/or serious eye
irritation if your reed diffuser is not handled with caution and/or you are susceptible to its
contents.
IF ON SKIN: Wash with plenty of soap and water. If skin irritation or rash occurs: Seek medical
attention.
IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses if present and
easy to do so. Continue rinsing. If eye irritation persists: Get medical advice/attention.
The contents of your reed diffuser is harmful to aquatic life with long lasting effects. Collect
spillage and dispose of with caution. Please do not pour the contents of your diffuser down the sink
or toilet!
Your reed diffuser contains flammable liquid and it should not be ingested.

Each our diffusers is individually labelled with this information along with any specific information
relevant to your diffuser of choice. Please see your reed diffusers box for details.

Enjoy
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Wax Melts & Burners Care & Warnings
Our wax melts provide an alternative to our candles.

Wax Melts


Only use your wax melts in suitable tea light warmers or UL listed electric warmers approved for
wax melts.



Do not melt on stove top or in non approved appliances.



Read & follow all of the instructions provided with your warmer before use.



Keep out of reach of children, pets & the vulnerable.



Do not ingest & avoid contact with the skin.



Remove all packaging before use.



Break your wax melt bar up in to its individual chunks.



Use in well a ventilated area and away from flammable materials.



Ensure your warmer is placed on a heat resistant surface and remains in an upright position
throughout its use.



We recommend starting with adding one chunk of wax to your wax melt burner adding
additional chunks when you feel you need a scent boost.



Do not move your warmer once your wax is molten.



Do not leave your warmer unattended while in use.



Allow your wax to cool before removing from your warmer.



Do not add water.



If using a tea light warmer, use with an unscented tea light. Do not leave your burning tea light
unattended, keep out of draughts and extinguish if your tea light smokes, flickers repeatedly or
the flame becomes too high.
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Wax Burners


Remove all packaging before use.



Place the wax melt burner on a level, flat, heat-resistant surface away from draughts, vibrations,
other heat sources and flammable objects.



Keep your wax melt burner out of reach of children, pets and the vulnerable.



Insert a tea-light in the bottom base of the wax melt burner. Only use a good quality tea-light. Do
not use with a maxi tea light, votive or other type of candle.



Do not leave your burning tea-light unattended or move it when lit.



Keep the wick of your tea-light trimmed to between 3mm – 5mm and remove any carbon build up.



Extinguish your tea-light if the flame becomes enlarged, makes contact with the wax melt burner or
begins to smoke.



Ensure your wax melt burner is well ventilated. There must be at minimum 6.5cms of space above
your tea-lights flame.



Your wax melt burner will become hot while in use, do not touch/ attempt to move while in use or
whilst the wax remains molten. Heated wax can cause burns.
If your burner is used on a non-heat resistant surface damage may occur. You must use with a
protective plate, tray or similar product.



Keep foreign objects out of the wax pool.



Do not allow the pool of wax to completely evaporate so the top bowl becomes dry whilst a tealight is still lit. This could cause the wax melt burner to scorch and (or) smoke.



Allow the burner to cool completely before touching, moving or re-using.



Do not apply excessive pressure when cleaning or removing wax. This may crack and damage the
burner.

Each of our wax melts and burners are supplied with this information.
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